Spectral analysis of molecular dynamics simulations on PDZ: MD sectors.
The idea of protein "sectors" posits that sparse subsets of amino acid residues form cooperative networks that are key elements of protein stability, ligand binding, and allosterism. To date, protein sectors have been calculated by the statistical coupling analysis (SCA) method of Ranganathan and co-workers via the spectral analysis of conservation-weighted evolutionary covariance matrices obtained from a multiple sequence alignments of homologous families of proteins. SCA sectors, a knowledge-based protocol, have been indentified with functional properties and allosterism for a number of systems. In this study, we investigate the utility of the sector idea for the analysis of physics-based molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories of proteins. Our test case for this procedure is PSD95- PDZ3, one of the smallest proteins for which allosterism has been observed. It has served previously as a model system for a number of prediction algorithms, and is well characterized by X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy and site specific mutagenisis. All-atom MD simulations were performed for a total of 500 nanoseconds using AMBER, and MD-calculated covariance matrices for the fluctuations of residue displacements and non-bonded interaction energies were subjected to spectral analysis in a manner analogous to that of SCA. The composition of MD sectors was compared with results from SCA, site specific mutagenesis, and allosterism. The concordance indicates that MD sectors are a viable protocol for analyzing MD trajectories and provide insight into the physical origin of the phenomenon. Communicated by Ramaswamy H. Sarma.